1) DEVOLUTION
Since N Ireland has no political representatives in this discussion, which I find hard to understand, I feel to make decisions without the views of the N Ireland people would be going against our rights as voters and residents of N Ireland.

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE
We in N Ireland despite all our political failings seem to have bigger hearts than the rest of the UK as we value people whether they have a disability or not. There is room for everyone here!

3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY
Everyone has a human right to life, to kill a baby in the womb is certainly not considering the unborns right to life. Instead of making laws to abort babies, make it easier for people to adopt, and also push for contraception, although getting it is easier than it has every been!

4) PERSONAL STORIES
I lost 2 babies (natures way apparently) and I’ve never forgotten the pain of losing them so I think women who abort babies would feel that pain more intensely and also struggle with the guilt.
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